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From an early age, kids are taught to color inside the lines, and any
color that strays outside the lines is considered to be a mistake that
must be avoided. Perfectionism is a naturally limiting mindset.
Imperfectionism, however, frees us to live outside the lines, where
possibilities are infinite, mistakes are allowed, and self-judgment is
minimal.The old way to approach perfectionism was to inspire people to
"let go" of their need for perfection and hope they could do it. The
new way is to show people how simple but highly strategic "mini
actions" can empower them to gradually and effortlessly "let go" of
perfectionism. This book applies the science of behavior modification
directly to the roots of perfectionism, resulting in a new and
superior method for change. Imperfectionists aren't so ironic as to
have perfect lives: they're just happier, healthier, and more
productive at doing what matters.

When Perfect Isn't Good Enough
If you've ever felt like you weren't good enough, smart enough, pretty
enough, thin enough, strong enough, worthy enough or doing enough,
this book is for you! If you knew what you were worth, would you
settle for anything less? It's not uncommon to feel inadequate,
whether it's issues surrounding your career, relationships, or
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finances. You will discover gems to apply in your own life as the
author takes you through her journey of how she was able to overcome
the unthinkable by realizing her worth wasn't tied into things or
people but to God. In this book, Jessica will show you how to: -Stop
settling for relationships that do nothing but cause you pain. -Find
the tools you need to be successful in life. -Realize you are
beautiful just the way you are. -Refuse to settle for anything less
than what God's best is for your life. Recognize that no matter what
your past looks like, it doesn't have to be your future.

Nourishing Superfood Bowls
It's only natural to want to avoid making mistakes, but imperfection
is a part of being human. And while perfectionists are often praised
for their abilities, being constantly anxious about details can hold
you back and keep you from reaching your full potential. In this fully
revised and updated second edition of When Perfect Isn't Good Enough,
you'll discover the root cause of your perfectionism, explore the
impact of perfectionism on your life, and find new, proven-effective
coping skills to help you overcome your anxiety about making mistakes.
This guide also includes tips for dealing with other perfectionists
and discussions about how perfectionism is linked to worry,
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depression, anger, social anxiety, and body image. As you complete the
exercises in this book, you'll find it easier and easier to keep
worries at bay and enjoy life — imperfections and all. This book has
been awarded The Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies
Self-Help Seal of Merit — an award bestowed on outstanding self-help
books that are consistent with cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT)
principles and that incorporate scientifically tested strategies for
overcoming mental health difficulties. Used alone or in conjunction
with therapy, our books offer powerful tools readers can use to jumpstart changes in their lives.

Want Not
Finally--a real-life plan for eating and thinking healthy. Nutrition
and fitness coach Taylor Kiser's Eat the Cookie is your invitation to
give yourself the grace to be both a masterpiece and a work in
progress. From diets to detoxes to fitness plans, there's no shortage
when it comes to plans for perfection. But what happens when our quest
for health and perfection leads to fear, insecurity, and over-control?
Written with her characteristic straight talk and humor, Taylor Kiser
draws insights from her own journey to help you find freedom from the
impossible quest of perfection. Whether you struggle with body image,
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eating disorders, unhealthy habits, or the never-ending comparison
game, Eat the Cookie provides an easy-to-follow roadmap to spiritual
and physical health. Each chapter delivers God's truth to help you
redefine your identity in healthy ways, embrace progress over
perfection, and use practical tools--such as never-before-published
recipes and fitness plans--to love and care for the body God gave you.
Taylor understands the pendulum swings we experience with our weight
and self-perception. She knows what it's like to let fear of falling
short turn into a belief that you're not worthy, and this belief
turned into destructive habits that controlled her life for far too
long. Now a certified nutrition and fitness coach, Taylor enjoys
eating a cookie now and then, even as she enjoys discovering recipes
and habits that give her renewed physical energy and health. In Eat
the Cookie, you'll learn the secrets of balance that can help us all
live health-conscious without being calorie-obsessed.

Choose the Life You Want
The secret to peace and contentment can be found in developing a habit
of gratitude. Thankfulness changes our perspective and reprograms our
mood, fostering a rich happiness whatever the day holds--the kind of
happy that blooms in every season of life's ups and downs. In Growing
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Grateful, award-winning author and speaker Mary A. Kassian offers 101
entries on the joy of being grateful even in the hardest times. Each
entry contains a Bible verse, a short meditation on gratitude, and a
thoughtful reflection question. Learn how to be: grateful for God's
abiding presence. grateful despite your circumstances. grateful that
God wants you to flourish. Discover that in good times and bad, being
a grateful person can lead you to a lasting contentment.

Breakable You
The PEN/Faulkner Award-winning author of The Great Man builds on her
popular food-centric blog to recount her unconventional upbringing and
her unusually happy and occasionally sorrowful life of literary and
culinary sensuality.

Less (Winner of the Pulitzer Prize)
A struggling novelist travels the world to avoid an awkward wedding in
this hilarious Pulitzer Prize-winning novel full of "arresting
lyricism and beauty" (The New York Times Book Review). WINNER OF THE
PULITZER PRIZE National Bestseller A New York Times Notable Book of
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2017 A Washington Post Top Ten Book of 2017 A San Francisco Chronicle
Top Ten Book of 2017 Longlisted for the Andrew Carnegie Medal for
Excellence, the Lambda Award, and the California Book Award Who says
you can't run away from your problems? You are a failed novelist about
to turn fifty. A wedding invitation arrives in the mail: your
boyfriend of the past nine years is engaged to someone else. You can't
say yes--it would be too awkward--and you can't say no--it would look
like defeat. On your desk are a series of invitations to half-baked
literary events around the world. QUESTION: How do you arrange to skip
town? ANSWER: You accept them all. What would possibly go wrong?
Arthur Less will almost fall in love in Paris, almost fall to his
death in Berlin, barely escape to a Moroccan ski chalet from a Saharan
sandstorm, accidentally book himself as the (only) writer-in-residence
at a Christian Retreat Center in Southern India, and encounter, on a
desert island in the Arabian Sea, the last person on Earth he wants to
face. Somewhere in there: he will turn fifty. Through it all, there is
his first love. And there is his last. Because, despite all these
mishaps, missteps, misunderstandings and mistakes, Less is, above all,
a love story. A scintillating satire of the American abroad, a
rumination on time and the human heart, a bittersweet romance of
chances lost, by an author The New York Times has hailed as "inspired,
lyrical," "elegiac," "ingenious," as well as "too sappy by half," Less
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shows a writer at the peak of his talents raising the curtain on our
shared human comedy. "I could not love LESS more."--Ron Charles, The
Washington Post "Andrew Sean Greer's Less is excellent company. It's
no less than bedazzling, bewitching and be-wonderful."--Christopher
Buckley, The New York Times Book Review

What the Bible Says about Healthy Living
Set against the gorgeous backdrop of Rome, Tom Rachman's wry, vibrant
debut follows the topsy-turvy private lives of the reporters, editors,
and executives of an international English language newspaper as they
struggle to keep it - and themselves - afloat. Fifty years and many
changes have ensued since the paper was founded by an enigmatic
millionaire, and now, amid the stained carpeting and dingy office
furniture, the staff's personal dramas seem far more important than
the daily headlines. Kathleen, the imperious editor in chief, is
smarting from a betrayal in her open marriage; Arthur, the lazy
obituary writer, is transformed by a personal tragedy; Abby, the
embattled financial officer, discovers that her job cuts and her love
life are intertwined in a most unexpected way. Out in the field, a
veteran Paris freelancer goes to desperate lengths for his next
byline, while the new Cairo stringer is mercilessly manipulated by an
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outrageous war correspondent with an outsize ego. And in the shadows
is the isolated young publisher who pays more attention to his prized
basset hound, Schopenhauer, than to the fate of his family's quirky
newspaper. As the era of print news gives way to the Internet age and
this imperfect crew stumbles toward an uncertain future, the paper's
rich history is revealed, including the surprising truth about its
founder's intentions. Spirited, moving, and highly original, The
Imperfectionists will establish Tom Rachman as one of our most
perceptive, assured literary talents.

Present Over Perfect
Discover the Life-Changing Strategy of This Worldwide Bestseller in 17
Languages! UPDATED: Includes the best habit tracking apps of 2017.
Lasting Change For Early Quitters, Burnouts, The Unmotivated, And
Everyone Else Too When I decided to start exercising consistently 10
years ago, this is what actually happened: I tried "getting
motivated." It worked sometimes.I tried setting audacious big goals. I
almost always failed them.I tried to make changes last. They didn't.
Like most people who try to change and fail, I assumed that I was the
problem. Then one afternoon--after another failed attempt to get
motivated to exercise--I (accidentally) started my first mini habit. I
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initially committed to do one push-up, and it turned into a full
workout. I was shocked. This "stupid idea" wasn't supposed to work. I
was shocked again when my success with this strategy continued for
months (and to this day). I had to consider that maybe I wasn't the
problem in those 10 years of mediocre results. Maybe it was my prior
strategies that were ineffective, despite being oft-repeated as "the
way to change" in countless books and blogs. My suspicions were
correct. Is There A Scientific Explanation For This? As I sought
understanding, I found a plethora of scientific studies that had
answers, with nobody to interpret them correctly. Based on the
science--which you'll find peppered throughout Mini Habits--we've been
doing it all wrong. You can succeed without the guilt, intimidation,
and repeated failure associated with such strategies as "getting
motivated," New Year's Resolutions, or even "just doing it." In fact,
you need to stop using those strategies if they aren't giving you
great results. Most popular strategies don't work well because they
require you to fight against your subconscious brain (a fight not
easily won). It's only when you start playing by your brain's rules
and taking your human limitations seriously--as mini habits show you
how to do--that you can achieve lasting change. What's A Mini Habit? A
mini habit is a very small positive behavior that you force yourself
to do every day; its "too small to fail" nature makes it weightless,
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deceptively powerful, and a superior habit-building strategy. You will
have no choice but to believe in yourself when you're always moving
forward. The barrier to the first step is so low that even depressed
or "stuck" people can find early success and begin to reverse their
lives right away. And if you think one push-up a day is too small to
matter, I've got one heck of a story for you! Aim For The First Step
They say when you aim for the moon, you'll land among the stars. Well,
that doesn't make sense, as the moon is closer than the stars. I
digress. The message is that you should aim very high and even if you
fall short, you'll still get somewhere. I've found the opposite to be
true in regards to productivity and healthy behaviors. When you aim
for the moon, you won't do anything because it's too far away. But
when you aim for the step in front of you, you might keep going and
reach the moon. I've used the Mini Habits strategy to get into the
best shape of my life, read 10x more books, and write 4x as many
words. It started from requiring one push-up from myself every day.
How ridiculous is that? Not so ridiculous when you consider the
science of the brain, habits, and willpower. The Mini Habits system
works because it's how our brains are designed to change. Note: This
book isn't for eliminating bad habits (some principles could be useful
for breaking habits). Mini Habits is a strategy to create permanent
healthy habits in: exercise, writing, reading, thinking positively,
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meditating, drinking water, eating healthy foods, etc. Lasting change
won't happen until you take that first step into a strategy that
works. Give Mini Habits a try. You won't look back.

Know Your Worth
Set against the gorgeous backdrop of Rome, Tom Rachman's wry, vibrant
debut follows the topsy-turvy private lives of the reporters, editors,
and executives of an international English language newspaper as they
struggle to keep it - and themselves - afloat. Fifty years and many
changes have ensued since the paper was founded by an enigmatic
millionaire, and now, amid the stained carpeting and dingy office
furniture, the staff's personal dramas seem far more important than
the daily headlines. Kathleen, the imperious editor in chief, is
smarting from a betrayal in her open marriage; Arthur, the lazy
obituary writer, is transformed by a personal tragedy; Abby, the
embattled financial officer, discovers that her job cuts and her love
life are intertwined in a most unexpected way. Out in the field, a
veteran Paris freelancer goes to desperate lengths for his next
byline, while the new Cairo stringer is mercilessly manipulated by an
outrageous war correspondent with an outsize ego. And in the shadows
is the isolated young publisher who pays more attention to his prized
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basset hound, Schopenhauer, than to the fate of his family's quirky
newspaper. As the era of print news gives way to the Internet age and
this imperfect crew stumbles toward an uncertain future, the paper's
rich history is revealed, including the surprising truth about its
founder's intentions. Spirited, moving, and highly original, The
Imperfectionists will establish Tom Rachman as one of our most
perceptive, assured literary talents.

A Hologram for the King
Nordic myth, murder, and total apathy collide in this hilarious novel
where “Nabokov meets Lemony Snicket in this manic Chinese box version
of a mystery” (Publishers Weekly). Our Heroine is a former professor
of Scandinavian Studies at Iceland’s New Crúiskeen university whose
current interests include drinking, sleeping, and drinking. But when
an aspiring author is found murdered the day before the annual
celebration in remembrance of Our Heroine’s mother—the legendary crimestopper and evil-thwarter Emily Bean—everyone expects Our Heroine to
follow in her mother’s footsteps and solve the case. She, however, has
no interest in inheriting the family business . . . or being chased
through a steam-tunnel . . . or listening to skaldic karaoke . . . or
fleeing the inhuman Refurserkir (don’t ask!). Unfortunately for her,
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this particular evil has no interest in Our Heroine’s total lack of
interest. . . . A Nabokovian goof on Agatha Christie, a madcap mystery
that is part The Third Policeman and part The Da Vinci Code, The
Icelander is a truly original work “born out of hysterical laughter
and a lingering sense of childhood adventure” (Los Angeles Times).

3-Minute Devotions for Guys
This e-book includes the full text of the book plus an exclusive
additional chapter from Susan Gregory that is not found in the print
edition! What if you could grow closer to God and improve your health
in just 21 days? Susan Gregory, “The Daniel Fast Blogger,” has a plan
to help you do just that. Widely recognized as the expert on this
21-day fast inspired by the book of Daniel, Susan has helped thousands
of people discover a safe and healthy way to fast. The principles you
learn from The Daniel Fast will change the way you view food, your
body, and your relationship with the one who created you. Includes 21
days’ worth of Daniel Fast recipes!

Made to Crave Participant's Guide
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Power Your Day with Nutritious, Convenient Meals For a wholesome,
complete meal in just one bowl, look no further than Nourishing
Superfood Bowls. Packed with superfoods and flavorful combinations of
grains, proteins and vegetables, these casual and comforting dishes
are quick and easy to prepare, and provide gluten-free, balanced
nutrition. Perfect for breakfast, lunch, dinner or dessert, you can
quickly energize your day from morning to night with fresh, real food
ingredients. Whether you’re looking to clean up your diet, refuel
after a hard workout or follow any type of diet, there’s a deliciously
convenient bowl for you. The innovative and restorative recipes are
gluten-free and allergy friendly, with vegan, vegetarian and Paleo
options. Featuring 75 mouthwatering recipes like Blueberry Coconut
Rice Porridge Bowls, Kickin’ Orange Chicken and Broccoli Rice Bowls,
Loaded Sweet Potato Nacho Salad Bowls and Baja Fish Taco Bowls, there
are endless ways to combine your favorite ingredients for a clever and
tasty feast.

Your Beauty Mark
SKINNY LEGS AND ALL: An Arab and a Jew open a restaurant together
across the street from the United Nations. It sounds like the
beginning of an ethnic joke, but it's the axis around which spins this
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gutsy, fun-loving, and alarmingly provocative novel, in which a bean
can philosophizes, a dessert spoon mystifies, a young waitress takes
on the New York art world, and a rowdy redneck welder discovers the
lost god of Palestine--while the illusions that obscure humanity's
view of the true universe fall away, one by one, like Salome's veils.
Skinny Legs and All deals with today's most sensitive issues: race,
politics, marriage, art, religion, money, and lust. It weaves
lyrically through what some call the "end days" of our planet.
Refusing to avert its gaze from the horrors of the apocalypse, it also
refuses to let the alleged end of the world spoil its mood. And its
mood is defiantly upbeat. In the gloriously inventive Tom Robbins
style, here are characters, phrases, stories, and ideas that dance
together on the page, wild and sexy, like Salome herself. Or was it
Jezebel? From the Hardcover edition.

You Mean I Don't Have to Feel This Way?
Honored in 2006 as a "Year's Best Book for Preachers" by Preaching
magazine. Perfect body. Perfect clothes. Perfect family. Perfect
house. Perfect job. We strive for excellence in all areas of our
lives. And there's nothing wrong with a healthy, mature pursuit of
excellence. But what begins as healthy and normal can sometimes become
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neurotic and abnormal, leading to debilitating thoughts and behaviors:
eating disorders anxiety and depression obsession and compulsions fear
of failure relational dysfunction In Perfecting Ourselves to Death,
Richard Winter explores the positive and negative effects of
perfectionism on our lives. He looks at the seductive nature of
perfectionism as it is reflected in today's media. He examines the
price and perils of perfectionism. And he explores the roots of
perfectionism, delving into what originally awakens this drive in us.
After analyzing the negative feelings and defeatist behaviors that
unhealthy perfectionism births, he provides practical strategies for
how to change. "The important thing to see," writes Winter, "is that
we are to strive to become better people, not just to be content with
who we are or how we measure up to the standards of the culture around
us." For Christians this means becoming more like Christ in every area
of our lives. Here is the "perfect" book for those who struggle with
perfectionism and for those pastors, counselors and friends who want
to understand and help perfectionists.

The Pastry School
A Joyful Life Starts on the Inside Hi, I’m Cambria! For years, I
struggled with my self-image and how to make my dual pursuits of faith
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and fitness fit together. Maybe you can relate. Everything changed one
day when I decided I was tired of looking in the mirror and started
looking solely toward God. What He showed me is that true
strength—physical, emotional, and spiritual—starts from the inside
out. When you’re staying connected to God, you’ll find that eating
well and exercising regularly will be so much easier. Your faith, food
choices, and fitness will all just naturally flow together as part of
your healthy and whole life. I want to share what I’ve learned with
you, motivate you, and encourage you with delicious recipes to nourish
your body, creative workouts to keep you moving, and wisdom from God’s
Word to inspire and shape you into the woman He’s creating you to be.
Let’s grow strong from the inside out!

Cozy Minimalist Home
See your body image struggles as issues of the heart—then find freedom
from body insecurity using five biblically rooted steps! Are you tired
of clichés like "It’s what’s on the inside that counts!" or "Just love
your body!" which sound encouraging but don’t really help your
struggle? Then Compared to Who? is for you. It may not be
grammatically correct, but it’s one question every woman should ask as
she wrestles issues like: •Am I enough? •Should I try to be more
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beautiful? •Will anyone ever love me? •Would my life be different if I
looked different? Writing from her personal battle with weight and
appearance, Heather will encourage you to see your body image
struggles from a fresh perspective. Heather’s humor and honesty will
encourage you, while her practical, grace-based approach will offer a
path to follow to find the freedom you crave.

The Daniel Fast (with Bonus Content)
In twelve graceful, sensual stories, William Henry Lewis traces the
line between the real and the imaginary, acknowledging the painful
ghosts of the past in everyday encounters. Written in a style that has
been acclaimed by our finest writers, from Edward P. Jones and Nikki
Giovanni to Dave Eggers, I Got Somebody in Staunton is one of the most
highly praised literary events to take on contemporary America. In the
title story, a young professor befriends an enigmatic white woman in a
bar along the back roads of Virginia, but has second thoughts about
driving her to a neighboring town as his uncle's stories of lynchings
resonate through his mind. Another tale portrays a Kansas City jazz
troupe's travels to Denver, where they hope to strike it big.
Meanwhile, a man in the midst of paradise must decide whether he will
languish or thrive. With I Got Somebody in Staunton Lewis has
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lyrically and unflinchingly chronicled the lives of those most often
neglected.

Mini Habits
You’re About to “Strike it Rich” In the Most Important Lottery on
Earth…What does it feel like to strike it rich in the world of health
and wellness? Does it mean improved sleep? What about being able to
walk longer, enjoy a day out at the lake, or just keep up with the
family on a lazy weekend? Health is wealth, no way around it. Striking
it rich in health is always on your terms. What would better health
mean to you, right now? Hold on to that answer, because this book will
help you get to that destination. So, let’s get to the point: are you
getting rich…or finding yourself struggling to keep your head above
water? What does your health profit and loss statement really look
like at the moment? If things aren’t as rosy as you would like them to
be, you’re not alone. For decades, the health and fitness industry has
been promising you riches, but giving you pocket change. You’ve
probably run into things like, “Lose 20 pounds in 20 days,”
“Guaranteed 6-pack in 6 weeks,” and “Drop three dress sizes in 4
weeks!” These are just some of the sneaky slogans that are siphoning
away valuable health dollars, sometimes right before your very eyes!
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It’s old. It’s tiresome. It changes now. A Missing Piece, Now
RevealedMainstream fitness programs have one major flaw: they only
address one part of the greater health equation. It’s all physical,
with little variation: just move a little more, eat a little less, and
you’ll be on your way to a huge health jackpot. But what about the
mind? The biggest mistake made in the pursuit of better health is not
using your mind to the fullest. The human mind has far more to do with
weight loss and developing a healthier lifestyle than it may seem at
first glance. That’s exactly what this book will help you understand.
When you pick up, The Overweight Mind: The Undeniable Truth Behind Why
You're Not Losing Weight, you’ll learn how: *The very people you share
your daily life with are keeping you fat (even when they “sound happy
for you”)*Your own closely-held beliefs are stretching your belt (and
the rest of your wardrobe)*The very thoughts that buzz noisily around
your mind are slowly devouring your chances at being thin*The everyday
words you say are adding pounds and inches*Habits you don’t even think
twice about are affecting your health *The mindset you build – or
disassemble – affects your physical health (for better or
worse!)Beyond the BasicsThere’s more to it than just moving more. All
the crunches in the world can’t move you towards the real gems of
better health. Crash diets are only short-term, if they even work at
all. Every single chapter in The Overweight Mind is designed to
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showcase your mind’s true potential and its role in your weight loss.
Above all? No get thin quick schemes. No gimmicks. Health is wealth.
Get ready to get rich.

Overcoming Amenorrhea
What kind of life do you want for yourself? What choices will create
this kind of life? In his New York Times bestseller Happier, positive
psychology expert Tal Ben-Shahar taught us how to become happier
through simple exercises. Now, in Choose the Life You Want, he has a
new, life-changing lesson to share: Drawing on the latest
psychological research, Ben-Shahar shows how making the right
choices—not the big, once-in-a-lifetime choices, but the countless
small choices we make every day almost without noticing—has a direct,
long-lasting impact on our happiness. Every single moment is an
opportunity to make a conscious choice for a happy and fulfilled life.
Choose the Life You Want covers 101 such choices, complete with reallife stories, to help you identify and act on opportunities large and
small.

Perfecting Ourselves to Death
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Are you "picky," have too high standards, and rarely find things "good
enough"? Perhaps you see yourself as a "control freak" or an outright
"perfectionist." Perfectionism can get us far in lifeyet left
unchecked, it can take a hefty toll. Liisa Kyle, Ph.D. has developed a
comprehensive approach to help you overcome your perfectionism with
proven techniques and tools. In this practical guide you will learn: *
what perfectionism really is * how your perfectionism affects you and
others * three essential truths to overcome perfectionism * how to
vanquish the false beliefs and fundamental fears that fuel your
perfectionism * techniques to release your need for control * how to
shift from anxiety to serenity * tools to transform your judgment to
observation * ways to shift from dissatisfaction to acceptanceand even
betterappreciation * how to put it all together to create a life you
love If you are ready to overcome your perfectionism, here is the stepby-step guide to do just that. Liisa Kyle walks you through effective
ways to disrupt each element of perfectionism with tools she's
developed over the past twenty years of coaching individuals,
facilitating groups, and delivering inventive workshops on four
continents. Tags perfectionism, perfectionist, model of perfectionism,
overcoming perfectionism, too hard on yourself, never good enough,
chronic dissatisfaction, judgmental, good enough, anxiety, picky, selfimposed rules, control freak, personal development, personal growth,
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self-improvement, improve relationships, acceptance, gratitude,
serenity, self-growth

Icing on the Cake
In this six-session small group Bible study (DVD/digital video sold
separately), New York Times bestselling author Lysa TerKeurst helps
women understand how cravings for lasting spiritual satisfaction are
often mistaken for cravings for food. According to Lysa, craving isn’t
a bad thing. But the challenge is to realize God created us to crave
so we’d ultimately desire more of Him in our lives, not more food.
Many of us have misplaced that craving, and overindulge in physical
pleasures instead of lasting spiritual satisfaction. If you or someone
you know is struggling with unhealthy eating habits, Made to Crave
will help: Break the “I’ll start again Monday cycle” and start feeling
good about yourself today Stop beating yourself up over the numbers on
the scale and make peace with the body you’ve been given Discover how
weight loss struggles aren’t a curse but, rather, a blessing in the
making Replace justifications that lead to diet failure with
empowering go-to scripts that lead to victory Eat healthy without
feeling deprived Reach a healthy weight goal while growing closer to
God through the process Sessions include: From Deprivation to
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Empowerment From Desperation to Determination From Guilt to Peace From
Triggers to Truth From Permissible to Beneficial From Consumed to
Courageous Bonus session: Moving the Mountain Designed for use with
the Made to Crave Video Study (sold separately). When used in
together, they provide you with practical tools that can strengthen
your faith.

Eat the Cookie
Offers advice on how to enjoy life with less, explaining the methods
for achieving a balance between an affordable and a desirable life.

The Joy of Imperfection: a Stress-Free Guide to Silencing
Your Inner Critic, Conquering Perfectionism, and Becoming
the Best Version of Yourself!
The brain resists dramatic behavioral shifts. Recognizing this and
developing a strategy around it made the original Mini Habits the #1
selling self-help book in a number of countries. In Mini Habits for
Weight Loss, you’ll discover that we also biologically resist such
changes, which explains why most dieters and smoothie-cleanse
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aficionados lose weight in the short term, only to gain it all back
(and more). Mini Habits for Weight Loss will show you how to make
dietary changes in a sustainable, permanent way that doesn’t trigger
biological or neurological resistance. It’s an advanced version of the
method that made the original book a hit in 14 languages. The mini
habits remain easy to implement, but the reasoning and supporting
strategies are more sophisticated. This is by necessity, as weight
loss factors are many and varied. All the suggestions in the book are
rooted in extensive biological and neuroscience research.

Growing Strong
A New York Times Notable Book“A wonderful book, and there’s no one I
would not urge to read it . . . This is the work of a fluid, confident
and profoundly talented writer who gets more fluid, more confident and
seemingly more talented even within the book itself.” —Dave Eggers,
New York Times Book ReviewA highly inventive and corrosively funny
story of our times, Want Not exposes three different worlds in various
states of disrepair—a young freegan couple living off the grid in New
York City; a once-prominent linguist, sacked at midlife by the
dissolution of his marriage and his father’s losing battle with
Alzheimer’s; and a self-made debt-collecting magnate, whose brute
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talent for squeezing money out of unlikely places has yielded him a
royal existence, trophy wife included.Want and desire propel these
characters forward toward something, anything, more, until their
worlds collide, briefly, randomly, yet irrevocably, in a shattering
ending that will haunt readers long after the last page is
turned.“Shrewd, funny, and sometimes devastating . . . What Want Not
does best, though, isn’t plotting but portraits of humanity: the small
epiphanies and private hurts of every person whose life, like the
detritus they produce, is as beautifully mundane and unique as a
fingerprint.” —Entertainment Weekly“An impassioned work of fiction.”
—Dallas Morning News

Growing Grateful
OVER 500,000 COPIES SOLD! In these pages, New York Times bestselling
author Shauna Niequist invites you to consider the landscape of your
own life, and what it might look like to leave behind the pressure to
be perfect and begin the life-changing practice of simply being
present, in the middle of the mess and the ordinariness of life. As
she puts it: "A few years ago, I found myself exhausted and isolated,
my soul and body sick. I was tired of being tired, burned out on busy.
And, it seemed almost everyone I talked with was in the same boat:
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longing for connection, meaning, depth, but settling for busy. "I am a
wife, mother, daughter, sister, friend, neighbor, writer, and I know
all too well that settling feeling. But over the course of the last
few years, I've learned a way to live, marked by grace, love, rest,
and play. And it's changing everything. "Present Over Perfect is an
invitation to this journey that changed my life. I’ll walk this path
with you, a path away from frantic pushing and proving, and toward
your essential self, the one you were created to be before you began
proving and earning for your worth." Written in Shauna's warm and
vulnerable style, this collection of essays focuses on the most
important transformation in her life, and maybe yours too: leaving
behind busyness and frantic living and rediscovering the person you
were made to be. Present Over Perfect is a hand reaching out, pulling
you free from the constant pressure to perform faster, push harder,
and produce more, all while maintaining an exhausting image of
perfection. Shauna offers an honest account of what led her to begin
this journey, and a compelling vision for an entirely new way to live:
soaked in grace, rest, silence, simplicity, prayer, and connection
with the people that matter most to us.

Overcoming Perfectionism
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Three Biblical Principles that Will Change Your Diet and Improve Your
Health In a world infatuated with junk food and fad diets, why have we
overlooked the simple instructions provided in the Bible that have
guided and people for thousands of years toward better health? You
don't have to be Jewish or a Christian to discover wisdom for
healthier living in this doctor's scripturally-based book on eating
and feeling better, and living longer. These simple principles will
help you find energy, freedom from illness, and more vibrant
health!Foreword by Jordan Rubin, bestselling author of The Maker's
Diet.

The Overweight Mind
Are you a perfectionist? Is your perfectionism causing you to feel
stressed, irritated, and chronically unhappy? "Perfectionism is just
fear in really good shoes." - Elizabeth Gilbert (author of Eat, Pray,
Love)What if you could silence your inner critic and eliminate your
fear of failure? How might these two simple changes improve your
life?Imagine being able to take action without the fear of selfcriticism. Imagine no longer feeling paralyzed with indecision.
Imagine finally letting go of your perfectionism, and feeling
confident, enthusiastic, and inspired.Amazon bestselling author, Damon
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Zahariades, offers a stimulating, thought-provoking guide that'll help
you to overcome your perfectionistic tendencies and enjoy a more
rewarding life. He'll take you, step by step, through a complete
action plan designed to reverse your compulsion to be perfect. The
tactics described in THE JOY OF IMPERFECTION have been used by
thousands of people to silence their inner critics, embrace
imperfection, and live without fear of others' disapproval.These
tactics can produce the same results for you. DOWNLOAD The Joy Of
Imperfection: A Stress-Free Guide To Silencing Your Inner Critic,
Conquering Perfectionism, and Becoming The Best Version Of Yourself!
In THE JOY OF IMPERFECTION, you'll discover: why you pursue perfection
in the first place how your perfectionism compels you to avoid taking
risks the harmful effect of negative self-talk (and how to stop it
cold) why perfectionism encourages procrastination how perfectionism
dampens your creativity (and how to reverse the effect) why you have
difficulty adapting to changing circumstances how to tell whether your
perfectionism is out of control why your expectations may be at the
heart of the problem how to challenge your inner critic (and win every
time!) why your personal and professional growth is at risk a simple
way to use gamification to beat your perfectionism how to use a
popular productivity hack to control your perfectionism 18 exercises
designed to help you squash your perfectionistic behavior Grab your
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copy of THE JOY OF IMPERFECTION today to finally muzzle your inner
critic, leave fear behind, and become the best version of
yourself!Scroll to the top of the page and click the "BUY NOW" button!

Skinny Legs and All
Ready to be done with yo-yo dieting and make the mirror your best
friend? Ready to take a deeper dive into God's Word and His way?
Faith, Food & Fitness: 40 Days to Renew Your Mind & Transform Your
Body will help you do just that. This 8-week devotional of Bible-based
faith mantras, coupled with short but powerful food and fitness
challenges, will help you secure the happy body and healthy life you
deserve. Instead of emphasizing a radical diet that involves
deprivation and extreme willpower, this book focuses on increasing
your spirit power and taking small, practical steps to help you
gradually and successfully create healthy new habits. Certified health
coach and personal fitness trainer Charlie Jordan Brookins is your
guide on your adventure to a divinely designed healthy lifestyle.

The Imperfectionists
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Argues that there is a biological basis for depression and addictive
disorders

Lighten Up
A sophisticated page-turner about a wealthy New York family embroiled
in a financial scandal with cataclysmic consequences. Now that he's
married to Merrill Darling, daughter of billionaire financier Carter
Darling, attorney Paul Ross has grown accustomed to New York society
and all of its luxuries: a Park Avenue apartment, weekends in the
Hamptons, bespoke suits. When Paul loses his job, Carter offers him
the chance to head the legal team at his hedge fund. Thrilled with his
good fortune in the midst of the worst financial downturn since the
Great Depression, Paul accepts the position. But Paul's luck is about
to shift: a tragic event catapults the Darling family into the media
spotlight, a regulatory investigation, and a red-hot scandal with
enormous implications for everyone involved. Suddenly, Paul must
decide where his loyalties lie-will he save himself while betraying
his wife and in-laws or protect the family business at all costs?
Cristina Alger's glittering debut novel interweaves the narratives of
the Darling family, two eager SEC attorneys, and a team of journalists
all racing to uncover-or cover up-the truth. With echoes of a
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fictional Too Big to Fail and the novels of Dominick Dunne, The
Darlings offers an irresistible glimpse into the highest echelons of
New York society-a world seldom seen by outsiders-and a fast-paced
thriller of epic proportions.

Mini Habits for Weight Loss
From burlesque show to fashion runway, magazine cover to Internet
video, fashion icon and “burlesque superheroine” (Vanity Fair) Dita
Von Teese has undergone more strokes of red lipstick, bursts of hair
spray, boxes of blue-black hair dye and pats of powder in a month than
a drag queen could dream of in a lifetime. Whether she’s dazzling
audiences swirling in a towering martini glass in Swarovski-covered
pasties and stilettos or sparking camera flashes on the red carpet,
one reality is constant: for this self-styled star, beauty is an art.
Now, for the first time in her Technicolor career, Dita divulges the
beauty wisdom that keeps her on international best-dressed lists and
high-profile fashion show rosters in this illustration and photographyfilled opus. In Your Beauty Mark: The Ultimate Guide to Eccentric
Glamour, Dita and co-writer Rose Apodaca take you through every step
of Dita’s glamour arsenal, and includes friends—masters in makeup,
hair, medicine, and exercise as well as some of the world’s most
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eccentric beauties—for authoritative advice. This 400-page book is
packed with sound nutrition and exercise guidance, skincare and scent
insight, as well as accessible techniques for creating bombshell
hairstyles and makeup looks. Among the hundreds of lavish color
photographs, instructive step-by-step images and original
illustrations by Adele Mildred, this inspiring resource shares the
skills, history, and lessons you need to enhance your individual gifts
and realize your own beauty mark.

Present Perfect
A National Book Award Finalist, a New York Times bestseller and one of
the most highly-acclaimed books of the year, A Hologram for the King
is a sprawling novel about the decline of American industry from one
of the most important, socially-aware novelists of our time. In a
rising Saudi Arabian city, far from weary, recession-scarred America,
a struggling businessman named Alan Clay pursues a last-ditch attempt
to stave off foreclosure, pay his daughter's college tuition, and
finally do something great. In A Hologram for the King, Dave Eggers
takes us around the world to show how one man fights to hold himself
and his splintering family together in the face of the global
economy's gale-force winds. This taut, richly layered, and elegiac
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novel is a powerful evocation of our contemporary moment--and a moving
story of how we got here.

How to Be an Imperfectionist
Got 3 minutes? . . . You'll find just the wisdom and encouragement you
need in 3-Minute Devotions for Guys. This practical devotional packs a
powerful dose of inspiration into 3 short minutes. Minute 1: scripture
to meditate on; Minute 2: a just-right-sized-for-you devotional
reading; Minute 3: a prayer to help you jump-start a conversation with
God. Each day’s reading meets you right where you are and is a great
way for you to begin or end your day.

The Imperfectionists
More Style, Less Stuff Cozy Minimalism isn’t about going without or
achieving a particular new, modern style. Nope. It’s simply a mindset
that helps you get whatever style YOU LOVE with the fewest possible
items. You want a warm, cozy, inviting home, without using more
resources, money, and stuff than needed. Why use more if you don't
have to? In Cozy Minimalist Home, accidental stylist and bestselling
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author Myquillyn Smith guides you step by step on making purposeful
design decisions for your home. You'll have the tools to transform
your home starting with what you already have, and using just enough
of the right furniture and decor to create a home you're proud of in a
way that honors your personal priorities, budget, and style. No more
fretting when it comes to decorating your house! In Cozy Minimalist
Home, Myquillyn Smith helps you Realize your role as the curator of
your home who makes smart, style-impacting design choices Finally know
what to focus on, and what not to worry about when it comes to your
home Discover the real secret to finding your unique style—it has
nothing to do with those style quizzes Understand how to find a sofa
you won't hate tomorrow Deconstruct each room and then re-create it
step by step with a fail proof process Create a pretty home with more
style and less stuff—resulting in backwards decluttering! Finish your
home and have it looking the way you've always hoped so you can use it
the way you've always dreamed After reading Myquillyn's first book,
The Nesting Place, women everywhere were convinced that it doesn’t
have to be perfect to be beautiful and they found real contentment in
their homes. But how does a content imperfectionist make actual design
decisions? Cozy Minimalist Home is the answer to that question.
Written for the hands-on woman who'd rather move her own furniture
than hire a designer, this is the guidance she needs to finish every
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room of her house. With people, priorities and purpose in mind, anyone
can create a beautiful home that transcends the trends. A pretty home
is nice, but a Cozy Minimalist home goes beyond pretty and sets the
stage for connection, relationship, and rest.

Faith, Food & Fitness
A revolutionary approach to overcoming perfectionism! A recent,
randomized study—published by Mindfulness Journal—shows that Present
Perfect is effective as a standalone intervention. The study found
that those who had read the book experienced a statistically
significant reduction of self-criticalness, a result that was still
maintained at a six weeks follow-up (Wimberley, Mintz, & Suh,
Mindfulness, Nov. 2015). While there's no doubt that setting high
standards for yourself is a good thing, you've probably already
noticed that perfectionism can come at a high price. And when you take
steps to try to change, it's easy to be too hard on yourself and fall
into the same traps that keep you feeling stressed and disappointed.
This book presents a revolutionary approach to overcoming
perfectionism—a way to transform your need for precision into selfacceptance, compassion, and love for each perfectly imperfect passing
moment in our lives. In Present Perfect, you'll use the Buddhist
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psychology of mindfulness to learn to accept the present moment in all
of its ordinary perfection. This book is filled with over 150
exercises and meditations that you can practice to become more
flexible toward yourself and others without losing your love of a job
well done. With this compassionate approach, you'll soon be able not
only to accept life as it is, but also become more accepting and
forgiving of yourself and others.

Blue Plate Special
A masterclass in preparing, baking and decorating pastry, from
delicate tarts to comforting pies. Julie Jones is renowned for her
highly decorative bakes packed with bold layers of flavour and
texture. She is leading the pastry revival, believing that with a bit
of patience and a love for food, anyone can create delicious,
beautiful bakes. A comprehensive Pastry Recipes & Methods section
guides you through 10 different types of pastry with step-by-step
instructions. These include loved classics such as Shortcrust and Hot
Water, as well as a versatile Vegan and Gluten-free, that can be
swapped in or out of recipes with a helpful Alternative Pastry Key.
Chapters include Fruit, Cream & Cheese, Nuts, Vegetables, Meat & Fish
and Crunch & Crumb, featuring more than 50 sweet and savoury recipes
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ranging from a crowd-pleasing Vegetable Patch(work) Tart to stunning
Vanilla Slices. Dive in and be inspired by Julie's delicate
decorations and full-on flavours - these bakes are fun and achievable,
with swaps and creativity encouraged.

I Got Somebody in Staunton
When Tina Muir made the decision to step away from her career as a
professional marathon runner in order to regain her menstrual cycle,
her story grabbed the attention of the world. News outlets like People
Magazine, ESPN, Runners World, Glamour , SELF and many more covered
her story After nine years spent hiding her secret and countless hours
exploring options such as bloodwork, medication, testing and
naturopathy, Muir made the radical decision to step away from her
career to get her period back. But perhaps even more shocking was her
decision to share her story openly with the world in the hopes of
helping others faced with similar dead ends and disappointments.
Complex and often misunderstood, the menstrual cycle is a sensitive
topic in athletics, often brushed over by coaches and teammates and
hidden by those struggling to maintain a regular cycle. It is with
gentleness and poignant honesty that Muir leads the reader on a
journey to discover their own root cause of amenorrhea, covering
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everything from exercise and stress to the prevalence of eating
disorders in sport, and removes the filter of shame and secrecy so
often associated with a missing period.In Overcoming Amenorrhea you
will:-Discover hidden strengths, talents, and joys that running may
have prevented you from finding.-Learn how to love your body
regardless of size.-Recognize the behaviors that caused amenorrhea for
you in the past, to prevent it in the future.-Identify what health
looks like for your body.Candid, informative and relatable, Overcoming
Amenorrhea is an essential guidebook for every woman who has fought
the battle of amenorrhea. You no longer have to fight alone.

Compared to Who?
“A literary theft, a death and the sparking of desire make for a
tumultuous year in the lives of four New Yorkers . . . [a] polished,
affecting novel.” —People Adam Weller is a moderately successful
novelist, past his prime—but squiring around a much younger woman and
still longing for greater fame and glory. His former wife, Eleanor, is
unhappily playing the role of the overweight, discarded woman. Their
daughter, Maud, has just begun a frankly sexual affair with an Arab
American man that unexpectedly becomes life-changing. Into each of
these lives the past intrudes in a way that will test them to their
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core. Navigating nimbly between sharp humor and deeply felt emotion,
the award-winning author of Florence Gordon tells a story of love,
friendship, literary treachery, and what each of us owes to the past.
“Inside [Morton’s] broad comedy of manners is a heartfelt novel about
the redemptive power of suffering.” —The New Yorker “Morton is the
rare writer equally invested in people and ideas. . . . [He] creates
some of the most complex and real female characters of any writer.”
—San Francisco Chronicle

The Darlings
As a follow-up to Layered, Tessa Huff returns with Icing on the Cake
to dive deeper into dessert decoration and the presentation of layer
cakes and other showstopping treats. Providing the confidence home
bakers need to get creative, Icing on the Cake guides readers from
cake pan to presentation to dessert plate. Organized by style, each
dessert showcases a different decorative element, artistic pastry
technique, or presentation idea. With hundreds of beautiful photos,
including lots of step-by-steps, Icing on the Cake is a richly
illustrated guide for creating delicious, beautiful desserts that will
be the grand finale of any gathering.
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